Set on a gentle incline and surrounded by verdant tropical greenery, this intimate and private resort is made up of spacious, residential-style villas with tranquil garden or ocean views from each room – perfect for anyone visiting for business or leisure. The Villas are located on the island’s westerly Karon Beach, and the resort commands sweeping views of Karon Bay, while the beach itself can be reached within a few minutes by taking the coastal pathway that leads from the resort gardens.
Centara Villas Phuket features 72 contemporary Thai-style ocean-facing villas in a garden setting. The interiors are designed with clean lines, wooden flooring, and white walls and ceilings, creating a sensation of space. Glass doors provide lots of natural light and lead out onto a large furnished terrace that provides views to the gardens and the ocean. There is the option of having a spa villa with your own Jacuzzi on the balcony, or a pool villa with private plunge pool, perfect for a cooling dip any time of the day. All villas are completely self-contained, with an en-suite bathroom and luxurious amenities.
CHILLING

A two-tiered swimming pool with cascading waterfall provides the perfect spot to relax with a cooling drink, or a trip along the nearby beach will open up opportunities to go windsurfing, parasailing or fishing. An eighteen-hole golf course is within easy reach of the resort, and fun Thai cooking classes will have you showing off some new skills when you get home. SPA Cenvaree is a sanctuary of well-being set within the gardens, and offers unique treatments to promote healthy skin and relaxation. Treatment suites complete with outdoor Jacuzzi are designed for both singles and couples. A shuttle service is also available if you’d like to explore the lively areas of Karon and Patong or go to the upper upscale sister-resort Centara Grand Beach Resort Phuket where you're entitled to access all of the facilities.
DINING

The Cliff Restaurant is set on two terraces with views across Karon Bay, and features Mediterranean and Asian dishes with an emphasis on fresh seafood and local produce, and The Cliff Bar is an ideal spot to relax in the sea breeze with a drink and take in the spectacular Andaman sunsets. Bayview Restaurant serves both local and international favourites at the heart of the resort, overlooking the main pool and Karon Bay. If you can’t bear to leave the cool of the water, light snacks and refreshments are served poolside.
SIGHTSEEING

The resort is set at the quiet northern of Karon Beach, one of Phuket’s popular tourist beaches, and the town of Karon can be reached easily by foot. Phuket Town has a rich architectural and cultural heritage, and is famous for its classic Sino-Portuguese residences and shop-houses, many of which have been turned into restaurants, boutiques and galleries. Sailing and leisure boat trips are amongst the most popular activities at Phuket, with the Phi Phi Islands being the most famous destination, and the Racha Islands off the southern coast offering a quieter environment.